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Chairman’s Statement

Honorable Members of the General Assembly of Amman
Stock Exchange
I take the pleasure to welcome all the members and I wish 2011 will be a
prosperous year for all of us. We have the tradition of holding an annual
meeting at this time of the year to discuss and present to you the major
achievements and projects implemented in 2010, to share with you our
visions and future aspirations; and listen to your opinions and proposals
to serve our institution and achieve its objectives.

Dear Members of Amman Stock Exchange,
Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) has continued to implement its objectives
to reach an advanced position among the region and world markets
despite the repercussions of the Global Financial Crisis. We did achieve
a great deal last year in terms of technology, disclosure, information
dissemination, raising awareness and promotion of investment culture.

Internet Trading
Service

In terms of technology, the ASE worked last year on launching several
viable and significant projects such as the successful launch of the
Internet Trading Service. This service has the advantage of providing
the investors with the opportunity to trade regardless of their geographic
location. They can monitor the trading information live and follow up the
trading session proceedings moment by moment; which helps them to
make the investment decisions immediately, and enter the buy or sell order
using the relevant software, then the order enters the electronic trading
system after the order’s fulfillment of requirements gets electronically
verified by the broker’s systems. This service enables investors to follow
up the executions of their orders and manage their investment portfolios
directly and at any time.
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New Website

In parallel, the ASE adopted its new website both in Arabic and English
versions. This website reflects the developments witnessed by the ASE.
It is based on a dynamic design, and contains comprehensive information
supported with sophisticated technology used in its design to secure an
easy, prompt and accurate processes for researchers and investors.

New Archiving
System

The new EZ Publish archiving system was also launched last year to
replace the previous archiving system - Domino.Doc. The new system is
characterized by its user-friendly and multi-functional features including
the ability to download documents and classify them in a better organized
manner, as well as the ability to search for historical documents in an
easier and faster manner compared with the previous system.

Sophisticated
Infrastructure

Moreover, the ASE developed its technical infrastructure and increased
investments allocated for this purpose. It equipped the new disaster
recovery site in Irbid city and provided it with all technical requirements.

Disclosure and
Information
Dissemination

On the other hand, the ASE continued with its approach to enhance
and enforce principles of disclosure and transparency. In 2010, the
ASE signed a set of agreements with a number of institutions and data
vendors. Accordingly, dissemination of live ASE data takes place through
the market watch screens, GL screens and the ticker tape to show prices
of securities traded at the ASE on the websites and satellite televised
channels. Moreover, the ASE persisted in monitoring the companies and
urging them to disclose their substantial information and financial data
in a timely manner, while penalizing companies that did not observe the
regulations.
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Arab,Regional
and International
Cooperation

The ASE has been keen on enhancing cooperation with the Arab and
international stock exchanges; it increased its visibility on the regional and
international map as well as enhancing its distinct role in the international
federations and organizations.
As a result, the ASE was elected as the Vice-President of the Federation
of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges. In addition, the ASE had several effective
contributions to Arab, regional and international events and conferences.

Our Future Vision

The past years were full with major milestones. We are looking forward
to achieve more in the future. Work results in further work; achievement
calls for further achievement. We are fully inspired and hopeful to carry
our delivery further with perseverance and persistence.
All of these achievements could not have been possible but with the
efforts of all of those working at the Jordan capital market institutions and
the cooperation of all the stakeholders of the investment process. I would
like to extend special thanks to our partners at the Jordan Securities
Commission, all our appreciation and gratitude for their continuous
support. Let me here commend the efforts of all the staff of Amman Stock
Exchange- Management and employees for their loyalty and persistent
efforts during the last year and the years before.
Finally, I thank you all for responding to our invitation and coming to this
gathering. We wish our beloved Jordan more prosperity and advancement
under the leadership of His Majesty King Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein.

Mohammed S. Hourani
Chairman of the Board
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Economic Situation

The economy of Jordan achieved a positive growth despite the impacts
of the Global Financial Crisis. The preliminary indicators revealed a real
growth of 3.5% in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at constant prices
during the third quarter of 2010 compared with the same period of 2009.
Most of the economic activities marked varied real growth during the third
quarter of 2010 as compared to the same quarter of 2009. The economic
activities with the highest growth were Quarrying with 78.4%, Agriculture
with 9.1%, Wholesale & Retail Trade, Restaurants & Hotels with 5.5%,
and Producers of Government Services and Electricity & Water with 4.8%.
In contrast, the Constructions and Taxes declined by 4.6% and 3.1%
respectively. However, the real growth rate for the year 2009 reached
2.3%. In the meantime, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased by
5.0% during the year 2010, compared with a decrease of 0.7% in 2009.
As for the monetary policy indicators, The Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ)
lowered the re-discount rate from 4.75% by the end of 2009 to 4.25%
by the end of November of 2010. Interest rates on Treasury Bills for six
months declined to 2.3% by the end of November of 2010 compared with
2.8% at the end of 2009; and the weighted average interest rates on
credit facilities extended in the form of loans and advances decreased
by the end of November of 2010 to 8.9% compared with 9.1% at the end
of 2009. Liquidity as measured by money supply (M2) grew at the end
of November of 2010 by 9.5% compared with 2009. On the other hand,
foreign currency reserves at the CBJ reached JD8522.8 million by the
end of November of 2010 compared with JD7713.3 million in 2009; an
increase of 10.5%.
With regard to the performance of public finance, the figures showed an
increase in total public revenues and external grants of 3.2% for the first
ten months of 2010 compared with the same period of 2009. Total public
expenditures for the first ten months of 2010 marked a decrease of 2.6%
compared with the same period of 2009. Hence, fiscal deficit after grants
amounted to JD655.1 million for the period mentioned above compared
with JD890.3 million for the same period of 2009.
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Foreign trade figures issued by the Department of Statistics indicate an
increase in the volume of foreign trade in 2010 compared with 2009. The
Jordanian exports (national exports and re-exports) increased by 8.1%
for the first ten months of 2010 compared with the same period of 2009.
Imports increased by 9.5% for the first ten months of 2010 compared with
the same period of 2009; as a result, the deficit in the Balance of Trade
increased by 10.7% as compared with the same span of 2009.
As for the outstanding public debt, the central government net domestic
debt reached JD6957 million by the end of October 2010 against JD5791
million by the end of 2009. The outstanding external public debt reached
JD4033 million by the end of October 2010 against JD3869 million by the
end of 2009.
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Arab and International Stock Exchanges

Arab Stock Exchanges
A number of Arab stock exchanges witnessed a positive performance
by the end of the year 2010. The Arab Monetary Fund composite index
for Arab stock exchanges denominated in USD increased by 7.1%
during 2010. Available figures of price indices of Arab stock exchanges
denominated in local currencies showed that the price index of Qatar
Exchange witnessed an increase of 24.8% as compared with 2009
closing; it was the best among the Arab markets. Casablanca Stock
Exchange ranked the second with a 21.2% increase; followed by Tunis
Stock Exchange with an increase of 18.4%. Shares prices at the Egyptian
Exchange increased by 15% putting it in the fourth rank. The price indices
for the Saudi Stock Market, Muscat Securities Market increased by 8.2%
and 6.1% respectively. However, the price indices in Palestine Exchange,
Kuwait Stock Exchange, Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange, Bahrain Bourse,
Amman Stock Exchange and Dubai Financial Market declined by 0.7%,
0.7%, 0.9%, 1.8%, 6.3% and 9.6%, respectively as compared with the
end of 2009, figure No. (1)

Figure No. (1)
Arab Stock Exchanges Performance in 2010
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Despite the improved performance in some Arab stock exchanges during
2010, most of the Arab stock markets have declined by varying degrees
since the beginning of the global financial crisis till the end of 2010, where
the index of the Amman Stock Exchange during that period decreased by
35.4%, whereas the price indices of the markets of Dubai, Bahrain, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi declined at higher rates than Amman Stock
Exchange during the same period, the performance of these markets
declined by 72.5%, 48%, 44.6%, 40.8% and 40.3% respectively, figure
No. (2), Table (1).

Figure No. (2)
Performance of Arab Stock Exchanges During 2008 - 2010
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Table No. (1)
Performance of Arab Stock Markets During 2008 – 2010 (%)
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Figures issued by the Arab Monetary Fund revealed that the market
capitalization of the Arab stock exchanges Increased to USD988.5 billion
or by 11.4% at the end of 2010 against USD887.1 billion by the end of 2009.
The Saudi Stock Market came first in terms of the market capitalization
compared with other Arab markets as its market capitalization amounted
to USD353.4 billion or 35.8% of the total market capitalization of the Arab
stock exchanges by the end of 2010. Kuwait Stock Exchange ranked
second with 12.6% of total market capitalization of Arab stock exchanges
with a market value of USD124.9 billion, figure No. (3).

Figure No. (3)
Market Capitalization of the Arab Stock Exchanges, 2010
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World and Emerging Markets
The price indices of most world stock exchanges increased in 2010.
Figures available reveal improvement in stock exchanges all over the
world; MSCI AC World Index calculated by Morgan Stanley to all stock
exchanges worldwide (developed and emerging) increased by 10.4% in
2010 as compared with 2009. The market capitalization of stock exchanges
members in the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE) increased by more
than USD6 trillion or by 12.8% compared with the end of 2009.
MSCI World Index for developed markets increased by 9.6% in 2010
against 2009. US stocks prices increased in 2010 compared with 2009;
with the Nasdaq composite index, S&P500 index, and Dow Jones
Industrial Average index, all marking an increase by 16.9%, 12.8%, and
11% respectively compared with 2009.
Most stock exchanges in Europe and Asia also witnessed an improvement
in their performance whereby the Xetra DAX of Frankfurt Stock Exchange
increased by 16.1%, FTSE100 index of London Stock Exchange increased
by 9%, and the Hang Seng index for Hong Kong Stock Exchange increased
by 5.3%. Whereas, Paris Stock Exchange dropped by 3.3% according
to CAC40 index, and the stock price index for Tokyo Stock Exchange
decreased by 3% according to NIKKEI225 index, figure No. (4).
Figure No. (4)
Performance of Some World Stock Exchanges, 2010
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As for Emerging Markets, they marked a positive performance in 2010
according to MSCI EFM Index for Emerging and Frontier Markets which
increased by 16.5%. Price indices calculated by Morgan Stanley showed
an increase in the performance of most of emerging markets during
2010. The Indices of Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, South Africa, India,
Turkey, Russia, Brazil, and China, valued in USD, increased in 2010 by
50.8%, 32.5%, 31.2%, 30.7%, 19.4%, 18.4%, 17.2%, 3.8% and 2.3%
respectively, figure No. (5)

Figure No. (5)
Performance of Some Emerging Stock Exchanges, 2010
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Performance of Amman Stock
Exchange in 2010
First: Secondary Market
Value of trading at the secondary market including the first and second
markets, the right issues market, the bonds market and the transactions
excluded from trading amounted to JD6832 million by the end of 2010
compared with JD9886 million for 2009 with a decrease of 30.9%. The
value of stocks traded through the first and second markets made up
97.9% of the total trading value at the secondary market.
The following outlines the secondary market activity during 2010:

A. First and Second Markets
Shares of 236 companies were traded in 2010 with 73 companies
shares marking an increase and shares of 160 companies decreasing
and 3 companies shares remaining stable. As for the performance of the
first and second markets, the trading value decreased by 30.8% during
2010 compared with 2009, figure No. (6), also the number of executed
transactions decreased by 36.6%, while the number of traded shares in
2010 increased by 16% compared with 2009.

Figure No. (6)
Trading Value at The ASE
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The Sectoral distribution of trading value and number of traded shares
showed that the financial sector ranked first in terms of trading volume
and number of traded shares, followed by the services sector, and the
industrial sector, figure No. (7).It is worth mentioning that the trading in the
sectors of real estate, diversified financial services, commercial services,
banks, and transportation, made up 24.9%, 23.3%, 15.5%, 10.7%, and
5.1%, respectively of the total trading value.

Figure No. (7)
Trading Value at the ASE by Sector, 2010

Daily trading averages showed a decrease in the daily average trading
value to JD26.8 million against JD38.8 million in 2009, a decrease of
31.0%.
In terms of turnover ratio, the financial sector ranked first with 117.6%
followed by the services sector with 79.7%, and the industrial sector with a
76.7%. Overall, the turnover ratio at the ASE during 2010 was 102.2%.
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B. Shares Price Indices:
The price index, weighted by market capitalization of free float shares,
decreased by 6.3% in 2010 reaching 2374 points, and the price index
weighted by market capitalization stood at 5318 points by the end of 2010
a decrease of 3.7%.
At the sector level, the financial sector index dropped by 3.8% compared
with 2009 due to the decrease of all sub-sector indices except the banks
sector. The real estate sector which affected the financial sector index
of more than 12%; declined by 25.3%. The diversified financial services
sector which represented more than 12.5% of the financial sector index
decreased by 22.5% during the year 2010, the banks sector increased
by 7.7% which affected the financial sector index of more than 69%.The
services sector index decreased by 10.0% due to the decrease of most
sub-sector indices especially the 7.9% decrease in the utilities and energy
sector index, this sector contributes to more than 37% of the services
sector index. Moreover, the industrial sector index decreased by 5.9% due
to the decrease in the mining and extraction industries sector by 8.2%,
representing more than 50% of the industrial sector decrease, figure No.
(9).
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The tobacco and cigarettes, health care services, banks, pharmaceutical
and medical industries sectors were rising sectors during the year 2010
where these sectors rose by 28.7%, 15.6%, 7.7% and 3.6% respectively,
figure No. (8). While the commercial services, paper and cardboard
industries, real estate, glass and ceramic industries and electric industries
sectors, were the biggest losers, those sectors declined by 35.4%, 32.2%,
25.3%, 24.9% and 24.3% respectively, figure No.(8).

Figure No.(8)
Increase Percentage of Sub Sectors in 2010
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Figure No.(8)
Decrease Percentage of Sub Sectors in 2010

Figure No. (9)
Price Index Weighted by Market Capitalization of Free Float Shares
(Closing of 1999=1000)
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As a result of the decline in shares prices, the market capitalization of listed
companies dropped by 3.0% at the end of 2010 representing 122.7% of
GDP, Table No. (2), figure No. (10).
Table No. (2)
Market Capitalization of Listed Companies By Sector
( JD Million)

Figure No. (10)
Market Capitalization of the ASE and its Percentage to the GDP
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C. Bonds Market
Value of bonds traded during the year amounted to JD0.14 million with
a decrease of 94.5% compared with 2009, the number of traded bonds
was 0.14 thousand with a decrease of 81.6% compared with 2009.

D. Right Issues Market
The trading value of right issues during this year amounted to JD40
thousands with a decrease of 83% compared with 2009, the number
of right issues traded declined to 115 thousand with a decrease of 97%
compared with 2009.

F. Transactions Excluded from Trading
Data issued by the SDC showed that the amount of transactions excluded
from the trading system decreased in 2010. These transactions included
inheritance and family transfers, companies excluded from trading,
and other transactions. Transactions excluded from trading counted for
JD142.1 million in 2010 compared with JD218.0 million in 2009. The
number of shares transferred during 2010 counted for 45.4 million shares
compared with 73.2 million shares in 2009.
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Second: Non-Jordanian Investment
Total value of shares purchased by non-Jordanian investors in 2010
amounted to JD1036.6 million representing 15.5% of the total trading
value. The value of shares sold by non-Jordanian investors amounted to
JD1051.2 million, resulted in a decrease of non-Jordanian net investment
by JD14.6 million during 2010, compared with a decrease of JD3.8 million
in 2009.
By the end of 2010, non-Jordanian ownership in listed companies formed
49.6% of the total market capitalization of the ASE, figure No. (11).
The Saudi investments at the ASE ranked the first among non-Jordanian
investments according to figures issued by the SDC. These investments
reached about JD1.4 billion by the end of 2010, this figure constitutes
6.4% of the market capitalization of the ASE, Kuwaiti investments ranked
second with a percentage of 5.9%, followed by the American investments
5.2%, the Lebanese investments 4.3% and the Qatari investments
4.2%.

Figure No. (11)
Non-Jordanian Ownership in Listed Companies
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Third: Listing at the ASE:
The number of listed companies at ASE rose in 2010 reaching 277
companies against 272 companies by the end of 2009. Companies listed
at the first market counted for 112 companies, and 165 companies listed
at the second market. Capitals of listed companies at the ASE increased
to JD7.0 billion at the end of 2010 in comparison with JD6.7 billion at the
end of 2009, due to the listing of the shares of 5 new companies at the
ASE and the increase in companies’ capitals which came by different
means.

A- The new securities listed at the ASE during the
year 2010:
1. Shares:
In 2010, the ASE listed 5 new companies with a capital of 41.0 million
shares, the following table shows the names and capitals of these
companies:
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2. Right Issues:
The ASE listed 3 right issues with a total number of 8.9 million rights, the
following table shows the right issues that were listed during the year
2010:

3. Bonds and Treasury Bills:
The ASE listed 55 issues of Government treasury bonds during the year
2010 with a value of JD2889.8 million, also it listed 11 issues of public
institutions bonds and bills with a value of JD263 million, besides, the
ASE listed 27 issues of treasury bills with a value of JD1572.5 million,
and one issue of corporate bonds issued by the Arab International Hotels
Company with a value of JD10 million.
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B- The companies which raised their capitals 		
during 2010:
6 companies rose their capital through private subscription, where the
total number of shares increased was 15,293,712 shares. Ten listed
companies increased their capital through strategic partners, this increased
the number of shares by 140,427,733 shares. 20 of listed companies
increased their capital by offering 96,632,471 shares as stock dividends
to shareholders. Finally, one company increased its capital by 1,503,370
shares through public offering.

C- The companies which were transferred from
the first market to the second market and vice
versa:
12 companies were transferred from the second market to the first
market, these companies are:
United Cable Industries, Arab International Hotels, First Insurance, Rum
Group for Transportation and Tourism Investment, Jordan Industrial
Resources, High Performance Real Estate Investments, Resources for
Development and Investment, Al Jamil for Investments, Offtec Holding
Group, Jordan Clothing, Intermediate Petrochemicals Industries and
Middle East Insurance.
Also 19 companies were transferred from the first market to the
second market, these companies are:
Al Zarqa Educational and Investment, Union Advanced Industries, Jordan
Kuwait Bank, General Mining, Invest Bank, Jordan National Shipping
Lines, Petra Education, The Jordan Worsted Mills, National Insurance,
Travertine, The Arab International for Education and Investment, Universal
Chemical Industries, Hayat Pharmaceutical Manufacturing, International
for Medical Investment, Jordan Paper and Cardboard Factories, Al-Bilad
Securities and Investment, Real Estate Development, The Holy Land
Insurance and The United Insurance.
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Forth: Primary Market
The value of issues at the primary market including stocks and bonds
reached JD5122.8 million for 2010 with an increase of 6.8% compared
with 2009. The increase in the value of bonds issues came as a result
of the increase in domestic public debt of the government during the
year 2010 with a total value of JD4641.3 million. The value of treasury
bills issued amounted to JD1651.5 million where the value of treasury
bonds issued was JD2989.8 million in 2010. Water Authority also issued
bonds for JD159.5 million during 2010, Housing and Urban Development
Corporation issued bills for JD109 million and finally, the value of corporate
bonds issued in 2010 was JD93.8 million.
As for the Initial Public Offerings (IPO) of shares; only one new public
shareholding company was registered in 2010 with a capital of JD10
million, 3 companies were transformed to public shareholding companies
with a capital of JD13.2 million. Other 33 listed companies have raised
their capitals by 119.8 million shares amounting to JD96.1 million.

Fifth: Membership of the Amman Stock Exchange
No new members joined the ASE in year 2010, which keeps the number of
the ASE members to 68 companies by the end of 2010, while the number
of operating brokerage firms was 61 companies at the end of 2010. It’s
worth to be mentioned that the membership of Al Reda for Financial
Services Company and Shares House for Financial Securities Company
has been revoked in ASE during the year 2010.

Sixth: Dispute Resolution
The ASE received (15) arbitration requests in 2010 to resolve the
disputes between members of the ASE and their clients in accordance
with the Disputes Resolution Directives at the ASE for 2004. One of the
advantages of resolving the disputes in the ASE according to the Dispute
Resolution Directives is speedy action in cases raised to arbitration.
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ASE Achievements in 2010

First: Legislative Updates
In pursuit of Amman Stock Exchange’s approach to review the legislations
in force, in 2010 some amendments were introduced to bylaws, regulations,
and procedures adopted in the ASE. Some articles in the Listing Securities
Directives in the ASE were amended. The regulatory procedures of the
securities sales in response to official decisions were also amended, in
addition to some other amendments.

Second: Technical Developments
1- Launching the Internet Trading Service
The ASE has launched the Internet Trading service during 2010, which
comes as a part of the ASE’s efforts aiming at achieving its objectives to
develop trading methods and expand the investors’ base. This service is
seen as a major opportunity for a large number of investors and interested
parties to trade in securities , regardless of their geographic location. The
service will help increase the number of those trading at the ASE and
enhance their aptitude to engage in securities trading.
The Jordan Securities Commission (JSC) has approved the Internet
Trading Directives which come to regulate all issues related to the
Internet Trading service. These directives emphasized that a brokerage
firm, interested in activating the Internet Trading service, has to obtain
a written approval from the ASE and an endorsement from the JSC on
its request, and to sign an Internet Trading agreement with the client
wishing to make use of this service. Such agreement must cover all the
organizational issues for both parties including a disclosure statement
highlighting the risks of using the service so that the investors will be
aware of the risks of this service which can come from using the internet
or misusing the new service. Moreover, the agreement emphasizes on
the investors’ commitment to observe and comply with the provisions of
the Securities Law and bylaws, regulations and directives issued pursuant
thereto; investors must take full legal responsibility for any violations they
make as well as the responsibility for entering, modifying or cancelling
orders while using the service.
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As for the privileges of using Internet Trading, by using the service properly,
trying to avoid risks of the service and following the guidelines of the
brokerage firm; the service will provide a great benefit as it enables the
investors to watch the trading information live and follow up the trading
session proceedings and make the investment decisions immediately
making use of the investment opportunities once they are available, since
this service does not require the client’s presence at the brokerage firm
premises; nor to make a phone call with them, the clients just need to
enter the buy or sell order through the software used for the service, then
the order enters the electronic trading system, after the order’s fulfillment
of requirements gets electronically verified by the broker’s systems. It
is worth mentioning that this service enables investors to follow up the
execution of their orders and to manage their investment portfolios directly
and at any time.
In this regard, four brokerage firms started providing this service to their
customers in 2010, within the first phase. The number of shares traded
through this service since the service was launched in July 2010 until
the end of 2010 reached 8,902,186 shares, with a trading value of JD
5,673,824 executed through 6,319 transactions.
Moreover, the Internet Trading service will be applied at many other
brokerage firms after the verification of their readiness, according to the
laws and regulations.
2- Adopting the New Website of the ASE
The ASE has adopted its new website both in English and Arabic versions.
The New Website reflects the developments witnessed by the ASE and is
based on a dynamic design and an advanced technology. The advanced
technology used in the new website provides an easy use for users and
investors, in addition to the swift and smooth access to data through
advanced search, this method enables the user to search for any data
related to the ASE, trading data and companies’ information.
Through the new website; users can obtain live trading data, as well as,
daily, weekly, monthly and annual bulletins. Moreover, users will be able
to customize the trading bulletins for any period they may need, watch the
top gainers companies and the top losers live during the trading session,
they can olso personalize the data by creating their own windows named
“My Watch List” by which the users can select a group of companies and
watch all data related to them, such as live trading data, bulletins,
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disclosures and charts, through their own window and retrieve such
information each time they visit the website. The new website also provides
historical information for main and sub-sectors in the form of tables to
enable analysts and researchers to analyze the data as they may need.
Through the new website, companies’ information, bulletins, circulars
and disclosures related to listed companies are available since 2001.
The website also contains data related to Jordan Capital Market, aspects
of investment and milestones. Charts are also developed and reviewed
based on historical data and for different periods due to the advanced
technology used in designing these charts.
A new feature in the new website named “Stock Screener” has been added.
The Stock Screener enables users to filter companies and classify them
according to certain criteria. For example, a user can filter companies
whose capitals are more or less than a specific level or within a certain
range. There are also a number of criteria by which the user can filter
companies, such as total assets and price to earnings ratio.
3- New Archiving System for the ASE
In 2010, the new EZ Publish was operationalized to replace the old
Domino.Doc system. The new system is unique for its user-friendly and
multi-functional features including document uploading and classification
in a better organized manner. It also helps the user to search for historical
documents easily and promptly. The infrastructure for the new archiving
system was established in a manner to secure a high competence and
capacity for the system.
4- Disaster Recovery Site in Irbid
In coordination with New York Stock Exchange- NYSE Euronext, the ASE
equipped the new disaster recovery site in Irbid city. This site is used to
keep backups of the daily trading files after each trading session. It can
be used to secure continuity for the trading session in emergency cases
when those sessions could not be implemented in the headquarters.
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5- Installation of a Power Generator and Power Distribution Unit
at the Housing Bank Complex
In line with the persistent efforts of the ASE to develop and upgrade the
technological and technical structure used in the Stock Exchange, works
were completed to refurnish the infrastructure related to the electric
equipment and an uninterrupted operation in case of a power supply
interruption at the Housing Bank Complex site. A new power generator
was installed in addition to a new power distribution unit on that site. It
is worth mentioning here that those new equipments are subjected to
remote monitoring and control, thus there is no need to be present at the
site.
6- Development of the Management Information System
The Management Information System (MIS) was upgraded from Oracle
Developer 6i which is a desktop version to Oracle Developer 10g which
operates the said system using the internet browser. MIS was developed
by modifying some of the procedures applied in it and introducing new
procedures. Several screens and reports were added concurrently
with the launch of the OMS Internet Trading. Several new screens and
procedures were developed in order to provide the new website with files
and data required to build up reports and information in the new website.
Multiple new screens and reports related to the Companies’ Guide were
introduced.
7- Completion of Designs for the Infrastructure of the Jordan 		
National Financial Center

The ASE reviewed the designs of the Information and Communication
Technology Network and the infrastructure requirements including power
supply, monitoring and control systems at the Jordan National Financial
Center. The fiber optics technology will be used for the new network of the
financial center thereby becoming the first integrated center in Jordan to
use the Fiber to the Desk technology; which is a quantum jump compared
with the copper cables used at present. This technology is distinct for
the feature of installing cables for distances up to 550 meters and high
speeds. Thus, the equipment installed for the network will be fewer and
can be centrally installed instead of being distributed at several floors.
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With regard to monitoring devices, specifications were set in order to
secure an electronic control of all the electrical and other devices installed
there in addition to cameras and gates through a designated network.
There is a control system that secures an effective management and
monitoring for these systems.

8- Use of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS- a modern
technology to interconnect with brokers)

In pursuance of a continuous development and introducing the state of
art communication technologies, the ASE cooperated with the Telecom
Operators who provide fiber optics interconnectivity and the wireless
Microwave mechanisms to interconnect the brokerage firms outside
the Housing Bank, wishing to replace their lines with the multiprotocol
label switching (MPLS) with the ASE. This technology is unique for its
efficiency, high capacities and low cost compared with the old lines. Thus,
it is possible now for the broker firms outside the complex to interconnect
with the ASE directly or via the Housing Bank using the above mentioned
MPLS.

9- Updating the Ticker Tape of Jordan TV
A new Ticker Tape has been introduced to be displayed on Jordan TV to
show the latest prices of stocks traded at the ASE.

10- Electronic Monitoring of Brokers’ Orders
In order to improve and accelerate the inspection process on member
broker firms in the ASE, a program was introduced to inspect the orders
processed in the systems of brokers to reconcile them with the orders
implemented in the Management Information System (MIS) to ensure they
are in line with the duly observed practices and principles of transparency
and equity of the Capital Market.
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Third: Disclosure and Data Dissemination
In 2010, the ASE implemented the following with regard to
disclosure and data dissemination:
Signing (3) Data Dissemination Agreements with data vendors.
The aim of such agreements is to disseminate the ASE’s data
using market watch screens. Thus, the agreements signed for
this purpose count for 30 agreements at present.
Signing one Live Market Data Agreement which aims to
disseminate live market data through GL screens. Thus, such
agreements count now for (11).
Signing (6) Ticker Tape Agreements to disseminate live stock
prices through the ASE’s ticker tape on other websites. Thus,
the agreements signed for this purpose count now for (92). One
agreement was also signed for live dissemination of prices of
traded securities using a ticker tape on satellite channels. Thus,
agreements in this domain count now for (3).

Amman Stock Exchange published the Companies’ Guide
for 2010; the directory includes general information on public
shareholding companies listed at the ASE and those not listed,
such information includes addresses of the companies, names
of their auditors and legal advisors as well as the number of their
staff. This Guide also includes the financial information of the
shareholding companies, namely the balance sheet, income
statement, and the cash flow statement for the years 2006 to
2009. It is worth mentioning here that efforts were furthered by the
ASE to develop services and information provided for investors,
scholars and the public in general. The financial information
templates used in the Companies Guide for the financial sector
were rebuilt in order to cope with the developments taking place
in the financial reports of those sectors, and to display such
information in a clearer format. Also a new template for the Islamic
Insurance companies was prepared for the Companies Guide.
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Fourth: Awareness and Media
1. The ASE and the University of Jordan inaugurated a
Stock Exchange Simulation Room in the faculty of Business
Administration at the University of Jordan. Both parties also
signed an academic cooperation agreement aiming at creating
the simulation room and training the university staff on using the
ASE’s electronic trading system. The simulation room is intended
to train students on trading securities and the exchange’s
operations, in addition to conducting researches and studies
on the exchange by professors and the staff members. In this
regard, a designated hall in the university has been equipped
with computers to run the trading system, and the hall has been
connected directly to the ASE.
On this occasion, the ASE held an academic day where a live
trading session was broadcast in the university and inquiries and
questions of students were answered. Holding such events goes
in line with the ASE’s policy of strengthening its ties with the local community and spreading the investment culture and raising
awareness among citizens and investors.
2. The ASE participated in a lecture entitled “Stock Exchanges
Cases” during the course program “Investigation in Investment
Cases” held by the Preventive Security Department of the Public Security Directorate. The lecture discussed many important
subjects regarding the Jordan Capital Market and securities trading, in addition to a glimpse on the main concepts related to the
capital market including stocks, bonds, mutual funds, right issues
and corporate governance. The Global Financial Crisis was also
discussed in the lecture, in addition to the extent to which it affected the Jordanian economy.
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Fifth: Local, Arab and International Presence
On the local Level:
The ASE participated in a workshop for training reporters, held
by the International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the
World Bank Group, and Thomson Reuters Corporation about
topics related to corporate governance to increase the abilities of
reporters to cover the proper practices of corporate governance.
This workshop represents part of the efforts of the Global Forum
for Corporate Governance which follows the International Finance
Corporation (IFC), the workshop aimed at improving corporate
governance practices that would activate and strengthen the
ability of companies and help them to expand and create more
job opportunities.
The ASE participated in the Sixth Conference of Businessmen
and Expatriate Jordanian investors which was organized by the
Jordanian Businessmen Association and the Jordan Investment
Board in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The
ASE gave a presentation entitled “Amman Stock Exchange and
Current Challenges”, which discussed the importance of investing
in the ASE and its role in fostering savings and investment. It also
emphasized on the Internet Trading service which was launched
lately by the ASE and the importance of this service which is seen
as a major opportunity for the investors to follow up and manage
their investments easily. In addition, the presentation addressed
the challenges facing the ASE, represented by the intense
continuous fluctuations of the global markets and encountering
the effects of the global financial crisis.
The ASE participated in the Business and Finance First Forum
and Exhibition entitled “Jordan Capital 2010” and organized by
Jordanian United Company which was held in the Association of
Banks. The ASE delivered a presentation entitled “The Impact
of the Global Financial Crisis on the ASE”. The presentation
handled the importance of investing in the ASE and its role in
fostering savings and investment, besides the challenges facing
the ASE.
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The ASE participated in the Fourth Enforcement and Market
Oversight Training Program which was held by the Jordan
Securities Commission (JSC) in cooperation with the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the
JSC premises. The training program included an extensive
presentation of the experiences of developed countries such
as Inspection of brokerage services and risk assessment; it
also included studying the impact of the global financial crisis
on emerging markets and fostering knowledge of the disclosure,
registration, issuance and settlement.
The ASE, in addition to a number of ministries, government
departments and independent institutions, participated in a
workshop entitled “Strategic Planning on the Sectoral Level”, held
by the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation with the
aim of creating a common language between the participating
parties in order to better implement the Executive Development
Program.
The ASE participated in a course entitled “Financial Investments
Management”, which was held in the Jordan Capital Market
building. The course was organized by the JSC, in cooperation
with the Arab Planning Institute in Kuwait and the Jordanian
Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation.
Delegations Received
The ASE received in its premises a number of Arab and
international delegations. In this respect, the ASE received
a delegation from Abu Dhabi Investment Company, a Libyan
delegation from the banking sector, a British Parliamentary
delegation, the European Union envoy for the committee in
charge of studying the establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean
development bank and a senior financial consultant from Wells
Fargo Investments / California.
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The ASE received the financial Attaché and the representative
of the Central Bank of Italy. During the meetings, recent
developments in financial markets in Jordan and some EU
countries were discussed; and the cooperation between the ASE
and the Borsa Italiana was reviewed.
The ASE also received a number of local delegations. It received
a delegation from the Companies Control Department from the
Ministry of Industry and Trade, a military delegation from the
Royal National Defense College and a military delegation from
the Royal Air Defense School.
The ASE also received a number of student delegations from
local universities. It received a delegation of students from
Philadelphia University, Ajloun College, Maan College and the
Intermediate University Collage, besides a delegation of students
from the Islamic Scientific College and Um Umara School. The
ASE also received delegations of students from international
universities, namely the University of Rotman / Canada and
Leiden University / Netherlands. The delegations were briefed
about the nature of work at the ASE and the latest legislative and
technical developments at the Jordan Capital Market, they were
also introduced to the operations of the ASE and the financial
services firms. They were also accompanied to the Investors
Gallery and the various facilities of the ASE.

On the Arab Level, the ASE participated in:
The First International Conference For Investment and
Finance, which was held in Latakia. The conference tackled the
performance of the Arab and the international capital markets
during the crisis. Moreover, the ASE delineated in a presentation,
how the Jordan capital market institutions handled the crisis
through enhancing transparency and disclosure, and enhancing
the margin accounts control and by abiding to the laws and rules
that protect the market and the investors.
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The First Economic Forum which was held in Damascus. The
ASE presented a number of awareness lectures in the field of
fundamental and technical analysis and investment funds. On the
margins of the conference, the ASE had a special section in which
it presented the opportunities and the mechanism of investment
in the ASE and gave a brief on the recent developments of the
ASE at the legislative and technical aspects.
The Conference of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Stock
Exchanges held by the Financial Information Services Division
(FISD) which is affiliated with the Software and Information
Industry Association (SIIA) in Dubai. During the Conference,
the ASE presented its experience in terms of information
dissemination and the major technological developments that
the ASE has recently marked. Several topics were discussed
in the Conference; namely discussion of the information
dissemination policies by the region’s stock exchanges and the
importance of standardizing them to serve the interests of these
stock exchanges. Moreover, the major challenges and difficulties
facing the information dissemination industry whether by stock
exchanges or data providers were discussed. In addition, the
Conference raised the point of importance of providing the
possible methods to assist stock exchanges of the region with
an eye on the international stock exchanges experience.
The “Trust Restoration in Arab and Middle Eastern Capital
Markets” Conference, which was organized by the International
Forum for Investor Education (IFIE) - MENA Subcommittee in
Cairo. The conference aimed at making strategies and mutual
plans for educating investors, in addition to attracting new investors
in the MENA region. The ASE introduced its experience in raising
awareness among investors and the marketing programs held
on the local and international levels.
The UAE Securities & Commodities Authority ceremony in the
United Arab Emirates on the occasion of its tenth anniversary
celebrations.
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On the International Level:
The ASE hosted the meetings of the Working
Committee and the Executive Committee of the Federation of
Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges FEAS. Through the sessions
of the working Committee, which were chaired by the ASE,
many important issues were discussed, namely, the Draft
Agenda of the Federation for 2010 and 2011, the reports
submitted by the federation’s task forces. Also the ASE
participated in the Executive Committee meeting, which
discussed the proposed amendments of the FEAS Charter, the
5-year Strategic Plan for the Federation, the Working Committee
suggestions for the Federation’s agenda, Draft Budget for the
year 2011 and the estimated dues on members.
The ASE hosted the celebrations of the Federation of
Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges FEAS fifteenth anniversary during
the FEAS Working Committee and 20th Executive Committee
meetings held in Jordan.
The ASE participated in the 50th General Assembly
meetings of the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE)
which were held in Paris and coincided with the federation’s
fiftieth anniversary. Several important issues were discussed
during the meetings related to the strategies and trends
of the exchange industry, clearing, OTC Derivatives and
transparency.
The
meetings
also
tackled
global
reporting standards for global markets and the admission of the
membership of Bourse de Casablanca.
The ASE also participated in the fourth meeting for the exchanges
of the Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC), which was held
in Istanbul and organized by the Istanbul Stock Exchange. During
the meeting Standard and Poors Company has been selected
to work on the composition and calculation of an index of the
member exchanges in the OIC. The meeting also discussed
the possibility of developing the Islamic Sukuk Market besides
other tradable Islamic financial instruments and discussed the
cooperation with data vendors.
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The ASE participated in the meetings of the Working Committee,
Executive Committee and the General Assembly of the Federation
of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS) which was held in
Istanbul. The Working Committee meeting was chaired by the
ASE, where many important issues were discussed. Also during
the meeting of the General Assembly, the ASE was elected as
Vice President of the Federation, the Istanbul Stock Exchange
as the president of the Federation and Tehran Stock Exchange
as the Chairman of the Working Committee. In addition, the ViceChairman of the Istanbul Stock Exchange has been appointed
as General Secretary of the Federation, and the members of the
executive committee also have been elected. On the sidelines
of the meetings, the ASE participated in the celebration that was
held by the Istanbul Stock Exchange on the occasion of its 25th
anniversary.
The ASE also participated in the bilateral exchange program
organized by the FEAS, which aims at exchanging experiences
between the federation member exchanges. A delegation from
the ASE visited the Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) and was
introduced to the ISE operations and its departments
As a part of the efforts to enhance the bilateral cooperation
between the ASE and Athens Stock Exchange, a delegation from
the ASE visited Athens Stock Exchange. During the visit, they were
briefed on the trading system, the legislative and technological
systems of the Exchange. They were also introduced to the
accomplishments of their departments.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

01 11 504
To the Members of
Amman Stock Exchange
Amman - The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Report on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying Financial Statements of the Amman Stock Exchange which
comprise the Financial Position as at December 31,2010 and the Statement of Revenues and
Expenses, Statement of Changes in General Reserve and Statement of Cash Flow for the year
then ended. And a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes .

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these Financial Statements
in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards. This responsibility includes:
designing, impleminting and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of Financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates
that are reasonable in the circumstances .

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these Financial Statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance whether the Financial Statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the Financial Statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including
assessing the risks of material misstatement of the Financial Statements, whether due to fraud or
error; In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the Financial Statements in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the entity’s control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the Financial Statement .
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our audit opinion .
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Opinion

In our opinion, the Financial Statements present fairly, in all material respects the Financial Position
of the Amman Stock Exchange as of December 31,2010 and of its financial performance and its Cash
Flows for the year then ended in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards .
As disclosed in note (8) in financial statemens the fixed assets consist of land and buildings with a
book value JD 2,781,307 as of Dec 31,2010 were not registered under the name of Amman Stock
Exchange.
As disclosed in note (15) to the financial statements, the Amman Stock Exchange is a defendant in
law suit alleging the failure to apply the procedures for transferring shares, . These actions are still
in progress, the ultimate outcome of the litigation can not presently be determined . Accordingly ,
no provision for any liability that may result upon adjudication has been made in the accompanying
financial statements .
Based on the above we recommend the General Assembly to approve the accompanying Financial
Statements .
FOR IBRAHIM ABBASI & CO.

Dr. Ibrahim M. Abbasi
					
License No. 116
Amman – January 13, 2011
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Statement A

AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Financial Position Sheet as of December 31, 2010

							
Note		
2010			
2009
Assets									
JD			
JD
Current Assets												
Cash on hand & at banks				
3		
1,590,150		
1,349,526
Accounts receivable - Net				
4		
142,044		
95,938
Advance For Jordan National Financial Center		
5		
26,000,000		
26,000,000
Loan for Jordan Security Commission			
6		
1,653,366		
1,656,846
Other receivables					
7		
229,844		
293,710
Total Current Assets							
29,615,404		
29,396,020
												
NonCurrent Assets												
Fixed assets - net of accumulated depreciation		
8		
3,434,499		
3,620,135
Other assets - net of accumulated Amortization		
9		
905,204		
1,357,186
Total NonCurrent Assets						
4,339,703		
4,977,321
Total Assets								
33,955,107		
34,373,341
											
Liabilities and General Reserve										
Current Liabilities												
Credit Banks								
0			
42,629
Other payables						
10		
179,533		
211,421
Total Current liabilities						
179,533		
254,050
Defered Revenues					
11		
905,204		
1,357,186
Remuneration Provision							
1,473,569		
1,246,525
		
										
General Reserve												
Reserve Land								
0			
5,500,000
Reserve Jordan National Financial Center				
26,000,000		
26,000,000
Net accumulated surplus (Exhibit C)					
5,396,801		
15,580
Total of General Reserve						
31,396,801		
31,515,580
Total Liabilities and General Reserve 				
33,955,107
34,373,341
												

The Accompanying Notes Form an Integral Part of This Statement
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
Statement of Revenues & Expenses for the
Year Ended December 31, 2010

Statement B

							
Note		
2010			
2009
									
JD			
JD
Revenue												
Revenue						
12		
7,417,150 		
10,378,652
Other revenues						
13		
1,185,667 		
1,823,452
Total Revenue								
8,602,817 		
12,202,104
Expenses												
General & administrative expenses			
14		
(2,374,628)		
(2,632,899)
Depreciation and amortizations						
(862,053)		
(951,149)
Donations for king abdullah chair					
0 			
(500,000)
Remuneration Provision							
(234,915)		
(467,602)
Total Expenses					
		
(3,471,596)		
(4,551,650)
Year net surplus (Statement C)					
5,131,221 		
7,650,454
												
												

The Accompanying Notes Form an Integral Part of This Statement
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Statement C

AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Statement of changes in the General Reserve for the Years
Ended 31 December , 2010

The Accompanying Notes Form an Integral Part of This Statement
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
Statement of Cash Flows for the Year
Ended December 31, 2010

Statement D

									
									

2010			
JD			

2009
JD

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net surplus 								
Depreciation and amortizations						
Year Net Surplus before Change in Working Capital			

5,131,221 		
862,053 		
5,993,274 		

7,650,454
951,149
8,601,603

(Increase) Decrease in current assets										
Other recievables							
63,865 			
76,894
Accounts receivable							
(46,106)		
(46,223)
Loan For Jordan Securities Commission					
3,480 			
(254)
Increase (Decrease) in current liabilities 								
Other payables 							
(31,887)		
109,717
Defered Revenues							
(451,982)		
1,357,186
Remuneration provision							
227,044 		
442,903
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities				
5,757,688 		
10,541,826
												
Cash Flows from Investing Activities											
(Purchasing) fixed assets						
(676,417)		
(1,339,232)
Other assets 								
451,982 		
(1,807,930)
Net cash Used in investing activities					
(224,435)		
(3,147,162)
											
Cash Flows from Financing Activities										
Credit Banks								
(42,629)		
42,629
Transferred amounts to Ministry of Finance 				
(5,250,000)		
(22,400,000)
Net cash Used in Financing activities					
(5,292,629)		
(22,357,371)
Net increase in cash balance						
240,624 		
(14,962,707)
Cash and banks at the beginning of the Year				
1,349,526 		
16,312,233
Cash and banks at the end of the Year (Statement A)			
1,590,150 		
1,349,526
												

The Accompanying Notes Form an Integral Part of This Statement
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

					
1- Establishing the Stock Market and its Activities
Amman Stock Exchange was Established according to Temporary Securities Law No. (23) for 1997.
The stock exchange shall have a legal personality with financial and administrative autonomy. As
such. it may acquire and dispose of movable and immovable property to achieve its objectives .
carry out all legal acts . enter into contracts and shall have the right to sue and be sued and to
authorize any attorney to act on its behalf in legal proceedings.

2- Significant Accounting Policies
A. Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Reporting Standards
(IFRS). They have been prepared under the historical cost convention except that financial assets
and liabilites are carried at fair value.

B. Estimations

The preparation of the financial statments require managment to make estimaets and assumptions
that affect the reported amount of financial assets and liabilities and disclosures of contingent
liabilities . These estimates and assumptions also affect revenues and expenses and the resultant
provisions and in particular , considerable judgment by management is required in the estimation of
the amount and timing of future cash flows . Such estimates are necessarily based on assumptions
about several factors involving varying degrees of judgment and uncertainty and actual results may
differ resulting in future changes in such provisions .

C. Cash and cash equivalent

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash in hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term
highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less.

D. Offsettings

Offsetting betweens financial assets and financial liabilities , and presenting the net amount in the
financial statements occurs when the obligatory legal rights are available , and when they are settled
based in the offsetting , or upon the accrual of the assets and liabilities at the same time .

E. Provisions

Declaration of provisions occurs when the company has a legal or actual liabilities for a previous
incident , and when the payment of the liabilities is probable and when the value is measurable in a
manner that can be depended upon .

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

F. Fixed Assets and Depreciation

Fixed assets are recorded at cost and depreciated over its estimated useful lives using the straight
line method at annual rates varying from 2.5-25 percent .

G. Other assets

Other assets are recorded at cost and Amortization over 4 years using the straight line method at
annual rates varying 25% .

H. Provision of Remuneration

Provision of remuneration is calculated in accordance to the internal system of Amman Stock
Exchange .

I. Revenue

The commissions of cerculations will be occur when the cerculation are finish .

3- Cash on Hand and at Banks
This item consists of :
							
2010			
2009
							
JD			
JD
Petty Cash						
600			
600
Cash on Hand						
120			
0
Fixed Deposits at Banks					
1,577,679		
1,348,926
current accounts with the banks				
11,751			
0
Total							
1,590,150		
1,349,526
											

4- Accounts Receivables
This item consists of :
							
							
Companys debts / Listing Commission			
Brokers receivables					
Other receivables					
Total							
Doubtful debts provision					
Net							

2010			
JD			
169,355		
37,710			
73,983			
281,048		
(139,004)
142,044		

2009
JD
154,399
37,704
42,839
234,942
(139,004)
95,938

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

5- Advance For Jordan National Financial Building
Pursuant to the Council of Ministers’ resolution taken during their meeting which was held on
November 18, 2005, a tenders committee for the Jordan National Financial Center project had been
formed. 65% of the project is owned by the Amman Stock Exchange and 35% is owned by the
Securities Depository Center according to the resolution number 6/2/2006 taken by the Capital
Market Building Committee .
The financial procedures of the project were outlined pursuant to the resolution of the Board of
Directors taken in their meeling which was held on 30/8/2006, and the amount will be settled when
the project is finished.

6- Loan for Jordan Securities Commission
The Jordan Securities Commission was granted an advance of JD 1,653,366 for the purpose of
purchasing the piece of land number (196) and basin number (8) of Amman City lands, in order
to build the Jordan National Financial Center. The settlement of this amount will take place after
the transfer of the land’s ownership to the Amman Stock Exchange and the Securities Depository
Center.

7- Other Receivables
This item consists of :
								
2010			
								
JD			
											
Accrued revenue						
68,666			
Payments for Purchasing Computers				
39,621			
Prepaid expenses						
108,986		
Refundable deposits						
10,050			
Staff receivable							
0			
Other secretariats						
1,146			
allowances , travel advances					
1,375			
Total								
229,844		
											

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2009
JD
59,984
153,964
68,824
10,050
888
0
0
293,710

AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

8- FIXED ASSETS
A.

This item consists of the following :

B. Procedures to transfer ownership share of the Amman Stock Exchange amounting to 28% in
the Jordan Securities Commission were not carried out with the related Authorities.

C. Amman Stock Exchange bought a piece of land in the city of Irbid from with the North

Development Company, for the purpose of establishing a location for the Stock Exchange and
the financial services companies.
Register of the land for the benefit of the Amman stock exchange still not completed.

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

9- Other assets - net of accumulated Amortization
This item consists of :
								
2010			
								
JD			
											
Other assets 							
1,807,930		
accumulated Amortization					
(902,726)		
Net Other assets 						
905,204		

2009
JD
1,807,930
(450,744)
1,357,186

10- Other Payables
This item consists of :
							
2010			
								
JD			
											
Accrued expenses						
99,997			
Board of Directors remunerations				
31,667			
Securities Commission withholdings				
3,355			
Depository center withholding					
657			
Unearned revenues						
43,857			
Total								
179,533		

2009		
JD		
131,908
32,500
4,096
658
42,259
211,421

11- Deferred Revenues
The deferred revenues item represents the Amman stock exchange’s share amounting to 73% from
the assets of the Technical Infrastructure Development project for the capital market institutions.
This includes the electronic trading system and GL software’s sponsored by the European Union.
Amman stock exchange’s share in the project amounted to 73% or JD 1,807,930.
It will be amortized in the Revenues and Expenses statement in 4 years.

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

12- Revenues
This item consists of :
								
2010			
								
JD			
Exchange fees							
6,693,463		
Listing Commission						
689,187		
Annual Membership fees					
34,500			
Total								
7,417,150		
											

2009
JD
9,668,907
675,245
34,500
10,378,652

13- Other Revenue
This item consists of :
								
2010			
								
JD			
Information presenting						
166,474		
Interest revenue						
100,041		
Exchange monitor presenting					
395,626		
Other revenue							
71,543			
donations 							
451,983		
Total								
1,185,667		
											

2009
JD
172,643
703,895
459,123
37,047
450,744
1,823,452

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

14- General & Administrative Expenses
This item consists of :
								
2010			
								
JD			
											
Salaries and wages						
1,006,927		
Social securities						
107,048		
Board of directors remunations and transportations		
96,434			
Travelling							
79,111			
Training								
10,247			
Stationary and Printing						
27,124			
Electricity & water						
41,083			
Heating								
22,735			
Communications						
121,928		
Hospitality							
20,676			
Miscellaneous & Clothes					
35,311			
Maintenance & Development programming			
181,551		
Advertising							
3,028			
Fees and subscriptions						
53,819			
Professional fees						
38,422			
Insurance expenses						
20,078			
Medical expenses						
50,718			
Saving fund							
97,714			
Guarding Expenses						
16,487			
Cleaning							
16,877			
Bank expenses							
2,990			
Exchange hall maintenance expenses				
94,428			
Service share of expenses from the building			
169,195		
Markting							
10,036			
Rent								
50,661			
Total								
2,374,628		
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2009
JD
1,061,728
104,870
98,228
107,280
20,227
42,885
76,161
19,630
375,632
25,431
23,868
58,171
22,482
47,958
32,550
20,544
49,666
95,860
14,980
17,329
1,345
100,228
138,406
44,245
33,195
2,632,899

AMMAN STOCK EXCHANGE
AMMAN - THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Notes to Financial Statements

15- Law Suits at Courts
There are law suits filed against Amman Stock Exchange amounted to J.D 1,192,767 and these law
suits are still negotiable before related courts , all the law suits were filed against Amman Stock
Exchange indirectly as most of the other law suites were against all concerned parties including all
capital market institutions in addition to the actual parties involved in the law suites .

16- General Reserve
-

The Stock Exchange transferred amounting of JD 5,250,000 from the General Reserve of
the year 2010 to Finance Ministry according to the Financial Surplus Law .
The Stock Exchange transferred amounting of JD 5,500,000 from the Reserve land.

17- Comparative Figures
Comparative year figures were reclassified and arranged to comply with the classification of the
present fiscal year figures .
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Statistical Appendix Index

Title												

Trading Activity for the ASE
Main Indicators for the ASE
Trading Values of Secondary Market
Trading Volume at the ASE
Trading Value at the ASE by Sector
Top Ten Companies by Value Traded and Shares Traded
Top Ten Companies by Market Capitalization
Trading Volume of Bonds Market
Free Float Weighted Index
Price Index, Weighted By Market Capitalization
Un-Weighted Price Index
Major Financial Figures at the ASE
Major Financial Ratios at the ASE
Percentage of Non-Jordanian Ownership in Listed Companies
Trading of Non-Jordanians Investors
Transactions Through Securities Depository Center
Value of Primary Market Issues

Page
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86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Trading Activity for The ASE During 2010
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Table (1)
Right Issues Activity For The ASE During 2010

Table (1)
Bonds Activity For The ASE During 2010
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Table (2)
Main Indicators for the ASE
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Table (3)
Trading values of the Secondary Market
( JD )

* Value traded of shares includes right issues’ figures
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Table (4)
Trading Volume at the ASE

*Include right issues’ figures
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Table (5)
Trading Value at the ASE by Sector
( JD )

*Include right issues’ figures
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Table (6)
Top Ten Companies By Value Traded and Shares Traded in 2010
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Table (7)
Top Ten Companies By Market Capitalization, End of 2010
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Table (8)
Trading Volume of Bonds Market
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Table (9)
Free Float Weighted Index
December 1999=1000
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Table (10)
Price Index, Weighted by Market Capitalization
December 1991=1000

Table (11)
Un-weighted Price Index
December 1991=1000
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(Point)

(Point)

Table (12)
Major Financial Data at the ASE
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Table (13)
Major Financial Ratios at the ASE
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Table (14)
Percentage of Non-Jordanian Ownership
in Listed Companies (%) *

* As a percentage of market cap.
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Table (15)
Trading of Non - Jordanians Investors
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Table (16)
Transactions Through Securities Depository Center*

*Source: Securities Depository Center.
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Table (17)
Value of Primary Market Issues *

*Source : Jordan Securities Commission
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